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IV. -THE "CHARACTER" IN RESTORATION 
COMEDY 

Every reader of the Restoration comedy of manners 
cannot fail to be impressed with the frequent occurrence 
of the character-sketch. Often this is of a typical per- 
sonage having no part in the action, as when in Wycherley's 
Plain Dealer, Novel and Olivia together in dialogue form 
describe Lady Autumn, her daughter, and a fop, none of 
whom appears in the play. Again, one notices a marked 
use of the dramatic convention of making one actor de- 
scribe another who is about to enter. A typical instance 
occurs in the scene just mentioned 1 when Novel describes 
in the form of a " character," Lord Plausible, and is in- 

terrupted by that gentleman's entrance. 
These " characters," which we find so often in Restora- 

tion comedies, though new in the English drama, appealed 
to a taste sedulously cultivated in English literature for 
more than a generation. 

The English character-sketch, or "character" as it 
came universally to be called in the seventeenth century, 
was a short account usually in prose, of the properties, 
qualities, or peculiarities that serve to individualize a 

type. Sir Thomas Overbury, himself one of the best- 
known of the " character" writers, defined it thus: " To 

square out a character by our English level, it is a picture 
(real or personal) quaintly drawn in various colors, all 
of them heightened by one shadowing. It is a quick and 
soft touch of many strings, all shutting up in one musical 
close; it is wit's descant on any plain song." 

The immediate source of the English " character " was 

"Act II, sc. I. 
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Theophrastus's Ethical Characters, translated into Latin 

by Casaubon, and published in 1592. The influence of 

Theophrastus upon all the "character" writers of the 

early part of the seventeenth century, upon the men who 
set the fashion for those who were to follow, is clearly 
apparent.2 To the strength of this influence is due, no 

doubt, the fact that in a general way the "character" 
remained even to the time of the Restoration, in a remark- 
able degree unchanged. Yet, in spite of its general ad- 
herence to a tradition, the "character" did slowly, with 
the progress of the century, acquire greater freedom of 

form, thereby approaching constantly nearer to that later 

stage of its development in the hands of Addison and 

Steele, when, through the periodical essay, it merged into 
the novel and became a part of it. 

Among the changes that accompanied the growing eman- 

cipation of the " character " from the Theophrastian tradi- 
tion, one notices that, while it always remained properly 
speaking a description of a type, rather than of an indi- 
vidual, it, nevertheless, showed an incorrigible tendency to 
lose its generic quality and to become biographical. This 
tendency is exemplified as early as 1642 in Thomas Ful- 
ler's Holy and Profane States. Of the seventy-nine 
"characters" that this book contains, only four are genu- 
ine types of ethical character, and some are biographical. 
The " Character of a Good King," for example, is a dis- 
guised, but by no means unidealized portrait of Charles I. 
Moreover, the portrait is frequently used to exemplify the 

character." Twenty-seven of them are followed by short 

'Some account of the influence of Theophrastus upon the early 
writers of "characters," and of the development of "character" 
writing in England, may be found in my articles in The Publications 
of the Modern Language Association of America, vol. xvm, July, 
1903, and vol. xix, March, 1904. 
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biographies of noted men and women who embodied, or 
were thought by Fuller to embody, the quality typified by 
the " character." In the latter part of the century, when 
the " character " had become completely nationalized, the 

biographical portraits multiplied. They became a favorite 
form of campaign " literature," the various leaders of the 

Whig and Tory parties being lampooned alternately. 
Moreover the poetical satires of the period teemed with 
them. Such, to mention the most notable example, was 

Dryden's portrait of the Duke of Buckingham in " Zimri," 
which Dryden, not unreasonably, considered the best part 
of Absalom and Achitophel.3 

From the beginning, English dramatists had recognized 
the kinship between the character-sketch (character in 

repose) and the drama (character in action). To Ben 
Jonson has been attributed the first step toward a popu- 
larization of the " character." 4 More than once Jonson 

proves his familiarity with Theophrastus by adapting to 
dramatic uses certain passages from the Greek author. 
In Volpone,5 for example, Jonson repeatedly paraphrases 
Theophrastus.6 It is not mainly by direct adaptations, 
however, that Jonson shows most clearly the influence of 

Theophrastus. He was much too original a worker to 
content himself with mere borrowing. Hence we find him 

amusing himself by writing "characters" of his own, 
quite in the Theophrastian manner. To the list of dra- 
matis personce of two of his plays, Everyman Out of His 
Humour and The New Inn, he affixed short "characters 
of the persons," which, because each of " the persons " is 

8L1. 544-568. 
'Professor Schelling in English Literature in the Lifetime of 

Shakespeare, p. 332. 
5 Act IV, sc. I and Act III, sc. I. 
'Some account of Jonson's indebtedness is furnished by my 

article in Modern Language Notes for Nov. 1901, vol. xvi, pp. 385 ff. 
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the embodiment of some " humour," are, except for their 
brevity, exactly like the "ethical characters" of Theo- 
phrastus. There is indeed considerable plausibility in 
the suggestion 7 that Jonson's whole notion of character 
portrayed by a ruling trait or "humour" may have come 
from the Greek character-sketch. Such a hint is ren- 
dered more probable by the facts concerning the origin of 
Morose in The Silent Woman. The play is simply a 
dramatic expansion of a rhetorical declamation, written in 
the form of a dramatic character-sketch, by Libanius, the 
Greek sophist of Antioch.8 This material Jonson utilized 
exactly as Goldsmith in the character of Croaker in The 
Good-Natured Man later utilized Doctor Johnson's "char- 
acter" of " Suspirius, the human Screech-owl." 9 The 
AvcicoXo? of Libanius, like Doctor Johnson's Suspirius, 
is a " humourist," and as such appealed to the analytical 
and expository nature of Jonson's mind-a mind more 
interested in the type than in the individual, and more in 
the exhibition than in the development of character. 
Whether or not we accept the suggestion that Jonson may 
have owed his theory of "humours" to the Greek char- 
acter-sketch, we may at least assert without fear of contra- 
diction that he was the first to recognize the kinship, after- 
ward more generally acknowledged,10 between the " char- 

" Professor Schelling in English Literature in the Lifetime of 
Shakespeare, p. 332. 

8The title is "A Morose Man who has Married a Talkative Wife 
denounces Himself." Vol. Iv, Reiske's edition of the Works of 
Libanius. 

9 Contained in The Rambler for Oct. 9th, 1750. 
10 La Bruyere, in his " Discours sur Th6ophraste," the first chapter 

of his Caracteres, was the first formally in writing to recognize this 
kinship. " Les savants, faisant attention At la diversite des maeurs 
qui y sont trait6es et A la maniere naive dont tous les caracteres y 
sont exprim.s, et la comparant d'ailleurs evec celle du poete Menan- 
dre, disciple de Thdophraste, et qui servit ensuite de module a Tt- 
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acter" and the drama. The former portrays character 
in its statical relations. The latter, by means of the 

counterplay of action upon action, makes the characters 
reveal themselves. The one shows character fixed, sta- 

tuesque, separate from all that could lend it human in- 
terest. The other shows character in vital relations. 

Now Ben Jonson, it will be remembered, exerted a 

powerful influence upon the Restoration comedy of man- 
ners. It was his satirically heightened pictures of contem- 

porary life, composed with classical restraint and polish, 
that reappeared after the Restoration in the work of such 
men as John Wilson,11 and in no small degree affected, 
also, the dramatic methods of Davenant, Dryden, Ether- 

ege, and Vanbrugh. 
Though Jonson's influence unquestionably encouraged 

an interest in character portrayal, and though by 1660 the 

writing of " characters" had become a prevalent literary 
fashion, the dramatic character-sketch of Restoration com- 
edy cannot be explained thereby. The "character," as 
we find it in Restoration plays, differs in a marked degree 
from the "character" as it had been written hitherto 
in England, resembling much more, in the extent of its 
departure from the Theophrastian tradition, the French 
portrait as written by La Bruyere, and afterwards imitated 
by Addison.12 

rence, qu' on a dans nos jours si heureusement imit6, ne peuvent 
s'empecher de reconnaitre dans ce petit ouvrage la premiere source 
de tout le comique; je dis de celui qui est dpur6 des pointes, des ob- 
sc6nit6s, des equivoques, qui est pris dans la nature, qui fait rire 
les sages et les vertueux" (p. 5, edition of 1750). 

1 Wilson's first play, The Cheats, written 1662, enjoyed a remark- 
able popularity. Scarcely less popular was The Projectors, 1664. 
Both these plays followed the Jonsonian tradition, and revived the 
comedy of humours. 

Upon the influence of La Bruyere on Addison, see my article in 
the Publications of the Modern Language Association, vol. xix, Dec. 
1904. 
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Though the development of an interest in character- 

writing had been almost exactly contemporary in France 
and England, it had in the former country taken a slight- 
ly different direction. Hall's Characters of Virtues and 
Vices had been translated into French in 1619, and had 
been followed by many imitations. Among the most 
famous of these was Le Moine's Peintures Morales 

(1643), and, more famous still, La Bruyere's Les Carac- 
teres ou Les Moeurs de ce Siecle (1688). Yet the French 
"character" was, even in the work of those who aimed 
to follow the fashion set by Hall, somewhat different 
from the English, being more akin to the biographical 
portrait as written in England by Clarendon, the histor- 
ian. Indeed the French often called the "character" a 
portrait. It consists in a description of the physiognomy, 
complexion, figure, appearance, and mannerisms of an 

individual, designated under a classical pesudonym. 
The art of portraiture was cultivated in the salons that 

flourished during the first half of the seventeenth century 
ix: France. Of these salons, the most famous was the 
IHtel de Rambouillet. From 1620 to 1650, this was the 
rendezvous of the wits of both sexes. Among those who 

gathered about the Marquise de Rambouillet, and who, like 
her, had revolted from the rudeness of the court of Louis 
XIII, were such men as Balzac, the letter writer, Voiture, 
the poet, M6nage, the scholar. There were also women 
of refined taste, such as Madame de Longueville, who is 
said to have inspired the Maximes of La Rochefoucauld, 
Madame de Sable, and, later, Mademoiselle de Scud6ry, 
Madame de Lafayette, and Madame de Sevigne. The 
chief aim of this brilliant coterie was to purify the 
language by the avoidance alike of pedantry and of vul- 
garity, and so to improve it by a process of refining and 
polishing as to render it a better instrument of social inter- 
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course. They appear themselves to have reduced conver- 
sation to something of a fine art.13 One of their favorite 
exercises of wit was the composition, in both oral and writ- 
ten form, of portraits. One of the most characteristic 

figures among the frequenters of the Hotel de Rambouillet 
was the Abbe d'Aubignac (Francois Hedelin, 1604-1676), 
author of Les Portraits egares (1660), a book that clearly 
shows to what length the fashion of writing these personal 
character-sketches was carried. The book contains five 

portraits, and is dedicated to a certain Laodamie, whose 

portrait the author gives to the length of thirty-seven 
pages. This he claims to have painted in a dream, but 
at the lady's own request, Cupid standing by and furnish- 
ing the materials. 

In such a school, and among such associates was trained 
Mademoiselle de Scudery, the most distinguished author- 
ess of the romans de longue haleine,l4 the heroic-gallant 
romance invented by Gomberville (1600-1674) and per- 
fected by La Calprenede (1610-1663). Their most promi- 
nent characteristic is that of describing contemporary 
society under the thin disguise of ancient history. Thus 
in the Cyrus Mademoiselle de Scudery borrows her plot 
from the Cyropcedia of Xenophon (with suggestions from 

Herodotus) but the personages are her friends and con- 

temporaries.15 

13 See Brander Matthews, MoliWre, pp. 70 ff. 
14The Cyrus contained 12,946 pages, not including prefaces, dedi- 

cations, and appeared (1649-1653) in ten volumes. Besides the 

thirty-two volumes containing her four romances, she published 
(1665) Les Femmes illustres, and (168&0-1692) ten volumes of Con- 
versations. 

15These have been identified by V. Cousin, with the help of a key 
discovered in the Library of the Arsenal at Paris. A similar " key," 
though somewhat less complete, has been found for the Olelile. 
See La Societ6 Frangaise au XVII Siecle, 2 vols., Paris, 1886. 
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The origin of Mademoiselle de Scudery's interest in 
character-drawing seems to have been in a sense accidental. 
In her Me]moires,l6 she tells us: 

Des que je sus la cour a Paris (automne de 1657) j'y envoyai un 
gentilhomme pour lui faire mes excuses de ne m'y etre pas rendue 
aussitot, mais que mes affaires m'obligeoient de demeurer encore 
a Champigny, Madame la princesse de Tarente et mademoiselle de 
la Tremoille y vinrent deux ou trois fois, et y furent longtemps A 
chacune. Elles me montrerent leurs portraits qu'elles avoient fait 
faire en Hollande. Je n'en avois jamais vu; je trouvai cette maniire 
d'Wcrire fort galante, et je fis le mien, Mademoiselle de la Tremoille 
m'envoya le sien de Thouars. 

These portraits she continued to collect from her friends, 
with much the same avidity that people a generation ago 
collected autographs, till a little later (1659) Segrais, her 
secretary, published them.17 

The custom of writing portraits, carried to an extreme 
by Mademoiselle de Scudery, did not escape the stric- 
tures of the satirists. Charles Sorel (1599-1674) in his 
attack upon the fantastic pastoral '8 satirized the passion 
for portraits under the form of an imaginary journey: 19 

On nous disoit encore que la passion des portraits avoit si bien 
gagn6 le coeur des personnes de ce sexe dans toute l'Europe, et prin- 
cipalement dans la France, qu'il en venoit tous les jours plusieurs 
dans l'lle de Portraiture pour s'y instruire, sans que les p6rils du 
voyage et le regret de quitter leur patrie les pussent toucher. 20 

16 Ed. Cheruel, n, 'p. 181. 
" The fashion seems to have spread like an epidemic. V. Cousin 

says: Les portraits se multiplirrent a Paris et dans les provinces; 
ils descendirent du grand monde dans la bourgeoisie; il y en eut 
d'excellentes, il y en eut de m6diocres et aussi de d6testables, jusqu' 
a ce qu'en 1688 La Bruy&re renouvela et 6leva le genre, et, sous le 
nom de Caracteres, au lieu de quelques individus peignit son siicle 
et l'humanit6 (Madame de Sabld, p. 77). 

18 The Histoire comique de Francion is frankly picaresque, and the 
Berger extravagant is a direct parody of the pastoral romance. 

" La Description de l'Ile de Portraiture et la Ville de Portraits, 
in Voyages Imaginaires. Amsterdam, 1788, vol. xxvi. 

20 Page 364. 
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Sorel ridicules especially the custom of autobiographic 
portraits such as Mademoiselle de Scudery had made of 
herself in Artamene ou le Grand Cyrus under the name of 

"Sapho." 21 

II y en avoit aussi qui, pour faire leur portrait, prenoient des 

masques des plus fins, et de ceux qui imitoient mieux le naturel, ou 
bien elles se fardoient de sorte que c'etoit elles-memes, et si ce n'6toit 

plus elles-memes. A les voir, on les eQt prises pour des poupees de 
cire, ou pour ces figures d'horloges qui sont de bois ou d'ivoire, dont 
les yeux ont du mouvement par le moyen des ressorts, sans que leur 
front et leurs joues fassent aucun pli; comme elles leur etoient 

pareilles, cela donnait assez a connottre qu' elles 6toient contrefaites. 

Moliere also satirized the preciosity in style and the arti- 
ficial galanterie in love making of the romances. In Les 
Precieuses ridicules, the description by Madelon 22 is no 

exaggeration of what romance was to Mademoiselle de 

Scudery: 
Ii faut qu'un amant, pour etre agreable, sache d6biter les beaux 

sentiments, pousser le doux, le tendre et le passionn6, et que sa 
recherche soit dans les formes. Premiirement, il doit voir au tem- 

ple, ou A la promenade, ou dans quelque c6r6monie publique, la per- 
sonne dont il devient amoureux; ou bien etre conduit fatalement 
chez elle par un parent ou un ami, et sortir de la tout reveur et 
melancolique. I1 cache un temps sa passion a l'objet aime, et cepen- 
dant lui rend plusieurs visites, oil l'on ne manque jamais de mettle 
sur le tapis une question galante qui exerce les esprits de l'assem- 
blWe. Le jour de la declaration arrive, qui doit se faire ordinaire- 
ment dans une allee de quelque jardin, tandis que la compagnie s'est 
un peu Oloignee: et cette declaration est suivie d'un prompt cour- 
roux, qui parait a notre rougeur et qui, pour un temps, bannit 
l'amant de notre presence. Ensuite il trouve moyen de nous apaiser, 
de nous accoutumer insensiblement au discours de sa passion, et de 
tirer de nous cet aveu qui fait tant de peine. Apres cela viennent 
les aventures, les rivaux qui se jettent a la traverse d'une inclina- 
tion etablie, les pers6cutions des p6res, les jalousies concues sur les 
fausses apparences, les plaintes, les desespoirs, et tout ce qui s'en 
suit. Voila comment les choses se traitent dans les belles manieres; 
et ce sont des regles dont, en bonne galanterie, on ne saurait se 
dispenser. 

72 
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The precieuse fad of making portraits provokes Mo- 
liere's most caustic ridicule. In the tenth scene Madelon 
tells Mascarille that she is madly fond of portraits, and 
that in her opinion nothing is more elegant. " Portraits," 
Mascarille answers, "are difficult, and require a deep in- 

sight into character." The insight requisite he claims to 

possess, for he modestly confesses having written "two hun- 
dred songs, as many sonnets, four hundred epigrams, and 
more than a thousand madrigals, without reckoning enig- 
mas and portraits." 

The satire of Sorel and of Moliere discouraged the art 
of portraiture as a social diversion, without diminishing 
its influence, already developed, upon literature.23 In- 
deed Moliere himself, while he laughed at the precieuse 
fondness for portraits, shows clearly by his own penchant 
for the dramatic " character " that the art of literary por- 
traiture, developed as a social amusement among the blue- 

stockings he ridiculed, had no inconsiderable influence 

vpon his own dramatic methods. It seems impossible 
otherwise to explain his predilection for the portrait-char- 
acter. It is found in all his plays; and one, Les Fdcheux, 
is hardly more than a collection of them-a kind of rogues' 
gallery, or, more accurately, a bores' gallery. Nearly the 
whole of the first scene is made up of a "character " of 
the blustering gallant at a play, who disturbs the audi- 
ence and interrupts the actors. This is the prelude to 
the successive appearance of ten other bores, who are sim- 

ply "characters "' dramatized-that is, presented in 
action. More individualized, and, therefore, more ana- 

logous to the methods of the precieuses, is the portrait that 
Covielle and Cleonte together compose of Lucille in Le 

Bourgeois Gentilhomme (Act III, sc. ix.). It is easily 

23 It is evident in the work of the memoir-writers, especially Saint 
Simon, and, of course, in La Bruyire. 
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recognizable as a picture of Moliere's wife, Armande Be- 

jart. MIoliere continually employs the " character " as a 
means of introducing players about to come upon the stage. 
Two notable instances occur in La Critique de L'Icole des 
Femmes. In the second scene, I]lise gives us a portrait 
of Climene before the latter appears, and, similarly, in the 
sixth scene Dorante performs the same service for the 
Marchioness Araminte, the precieuse.24 In L'Impromptu 
de Versailles Moliere ingeniously contrives that he himlself, 
as one of the actors, shall introduce each of the others. 
This he does by giving a brief portrait of the person each 
is to impersonate. So, we have the courtier, the poet, the 

precieuse, etc. 
Now the strongest extra-English influence upon Resto- 

ration comedy was Moliere. The Restoration dramatists 
seem to have regarded him much as the Elizabethans re- 

garded such books as Painter's Palace of Pleasure. They 
looked upon his plays as a kind of public store house of 

plots, incidents, and characters, to be drawn upon at will, 
and without acknowledgment. They simply took from 
Moliere whatever incidents, situations, and characters 
struck their fancy.25 So prevalent did the fashion of 

plundering Moliere become that it furnished a frequent 
theme to the satirists of the age. So Caryll says in his 

Epilogue to his adaptation of L'Ecole des Femmes (1669- 
70) 

Faith, be good natur'd to this hungry crew, 
Who, what they filch abroad, bring home to you. 

24 Cf. Le Bourgeois Gentilho7mme, Act I, sc. I, in which the music 
master and the dancing master prepare us for the entrance of Jour- 
dain by giving us his "character." 

26 See Besing, Moliere's Einfluss auf das englische Lustspiel bis 
1700, Inaugural-Dissertation, Leipzig, 1913, and Miles, The Influence 
of Molilre upon Restoration Comedy, Columbia Univ. Press, 1910. 
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But still exclude those Men from all Relief, 
Who steal themselves, yet boldly cry, Stop Thief; 
Like talking Judges, these without Remorse 
Condemn all petty Thefts, and practice worse; 
As if they Robb'd by Patent, and alone 
Had right to call each Foreign Play their own. 

What we have brought before you, was not meant 
For a new Play, but a new President; 
For we with Modesty our Theft avow, 
(There is some Conscience us'd in stealing too) 
And openly declare, that if our Cheer 
Does hit your Pallate, you must thank Molliere. 

In 1681 Thomas Durfey ironically asks, in a song that 
is a part of his play Sir Barnaby Whig, 

Moliere is quite rifled, then how shall I write? 2 

Samuel Butler probably had dramatic pilferers in mind 
when he wrote in his Satyr upon Plagiary Privateers,27 

The World's as full of curious Wit 
Which those, that father, never writ, 
As 'tis of Bastards, which the Sot 
And Cuckold owns, that ne'er begot; 
Yet pass as well, as if the one 
And th' other By-blow were their own. 
For why should he that's impotent 
To judge and fancy, and invent, 
For that Impediment be stopt 
To own, and challenge, and adopt, 
At least th' expos'd, and fatherless 
Poor Orphans of the Pen, and Press, 
Whose Parents are obscure, or dead, 
Or in far Countries born and bred? 

The satire was fully justified by the facts. The bor- 

rowing from Moliere began very early in the Restoration 

period. The first to practice it was Davenant in The 

26 Both quotations are cited by Miles, p. 81. 
27 Butler's Remains, Thyer's ed., Vol. I, pp. 168 ff. 
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Playhouse to Let (1663). Here he inserted into the play 
a garbled version of Sganarelle ou le Cocu Imaginaire. 
The precedent established by Davenant of transferring 

practically an entire play from Moliere was followed by 
Medbourne in Tartuffe, or the French Puritan (1670), 
by Shadwell in The Miser (1671),28 by Otway in his 
Cheats of Scapin (1677),29 by Dryden in his Amphitryon, 
o0 the two Sosias (1690),30 and by Vanbrugh in The Mis- 
take (1705).31 More often, instead of taking the whole 

play, the English playwrights contented themselves with 

transferring one or two scenes; as when Sedley made The 

Mulberry Garden open with a scene almost identical with 
the opening scene of L'icole des Femmes, and as Congreve 
used the third scene of the fourth act of Don Juan as the 

opening of his Love for Love (1695). The most potent 
and pervasive influence of Moliere is evident, not so much 
in the wholesale thefts of such men as Dryden and Otway, 
as in the lesser pilferings of men like Etherege, Wycher- 
ley, and Congreve, who owe comparatively little to Mo- 
liere's plots, but who imitated his sprightly dialogue, and 

adapted his characters and situations to their own uses.32 
Both classes of borrowers, however,-those whose pla- 

giarisms were so great as to entitle them to be called 

literary embezzlers, and those whose thefts were more of 
the nature of literary shoplifting-were alike attracted 

by Moliere's use of the portraits. These the Restoration 

28 The play is practically a paraphrase of L'Avare. 
"2This is a translation, with some omissions, of Les Fourberies de 

Scapin. 
30 The play is an adaptation, with some changes from the original, 

of Moliere's Amphitryon. 
' The play is scarcely more than a translation of Le D6pit 

Amoureux. 
82 Miles enumerates sixty-four plays that owe more or less to 

Moliere. 
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dramatists simply appropriated. Shadwell who, by the 

way, laid his borrowing from the French to laziness,33 and 
confessed that he was "ashamed on't," 34 borrowed the 

plot of The Sullen Lovers mainly from Le Misanthrope, 
but adapted six scenes and six characters from Les Fa- 
cheux. These six characters are the " bores" of both plays, 
and the scenes Shadwell adapted, in which they appear, 
are the scenes that contain the portraits. In the opening 
scene, for example, Stanford (Eraste) gives satiric char- 
acterizations of the three " bores " he has met that day, 
all of whom later appear in the action. This is quite 
similar to the opening of Les Facheux, except that Eraste 
describes only one bore, who does not afterwards appear. 
Wycherley, though in general far more independent and 

original in his use of the material he borrowed from Mo- 

liere, nevertheless illustrates the attraction that the French 

portrait exerted upon the minds of the English play- 
wrights. His Plain Dealer is an adaptation from Le Mis- 

anthrope and La Critique de l'Ecole des Femmes. Of the 
four scenes that Wycherley adapts from the former, one 
is the famous " portrait scene." 35 In this scene, the six 
characters that Wycherley borrowed from Moliere 36 all 

appear; and Olivia, composes satiric portraits of her ac- 

3 " 'Tis not barrenness of wit or invention, that makes us borrow 
from the French but laziness; and this was the occasion of my 
making use of l'Avare. This play was wrote in less than a moneth" 
(Preface to The Miser). 

Beljame says the smallness of the audiences, since the majority of 
the people retained the Puritan prejudice against the theatre, made 
necessary a larger repertoire than playwrights could supply without 

borrowing (Le Public et les Hommes de Lettres en Angleterre au 
XVIII SiUcle, pp. 50 ff.). 

34 The Preface to The Sullen Lovers. 
"5 Le Misanthrope, Act II, sc. Iv. 
s Wycherley took nearly half his Dramatis Personc from Molibre. 

There are thirteen named characters in The Plain Dealer. 
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quaintances, exactly as Celimene in Le Misanthrope had 

done, except that one,37 at least, of the latter's has been 
identified as that of an individual, whereas Olivia's spite- 
ful caricatures were, so far as is known, not personal. 
That they have every appearance of being portraits, Wy- 
cherley, nevertheless, fully recognizes; for he makes Eliza 

say of them: 

So, cousin, I find one may have a collection of all one's acquaint- 
ances as well at your house as at Mr. Lely's. Only the difference 
is, there we find 'em much handsomer than they are, and like; here 
much uglier, and like; and you are the first of the profession of 

picture-drawing I ever knew without flattery. 

Olivia answers: 

I draw after the life; do nobody wrong, cousin. 

The inevitable conclusion to which we are led is that 
the peculiar form of " character " found in Restoration 

comedy is in origin not English, but French. Though 
Ben Jonson's influence predisposed the Restoration dra- 
matists to the " character," he did not supply the models 
for it. These were furnished by Moliere. Moliere's art 
was in turn influenced by that of the precieuses, who, after 

serving an apprenticeship in the social portraiture of the 
salon, had introduced the portrait into fiction. 

EDWARD CHAUNCEY BALDWIN. 

8T Timante represents the Comte de Saint-Gilles according to Bros- 
sette (in notes on Boileau, quoted in (Euvres de MoliEre, Tome 
v, p. 481). 
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